Houghton Mifflin Spelling and Vocabulary
Grade 6: Unit 1

Directions: Complete the crossword by filling in a word that fits each clue.

Across
1. something puzzling
6. in some manner
7. very fast
8. opposite of complicate
9. Please ___ the silver to a bright shine.
11. fool
12. opposite of accept
14. There is a ___ of Thomas Jefferson in the park.
17. disappear
19. People were attracted to his ___ personality.
21. promise
22. opposite of relaxed
24. in a timely manner
25. lukewarm
26. a foolish or careless mistake

Down
1. up-to-date
2. Music, poetry, and dance all have it.
3. She asked the boss to increase her ___.
4. hold tightly
5. a number of objects wrapped together
6. firm or exact
10. terrible
11. We mixed a ___ of cookie dough.
13. wash
15. not broken apart
16. five musicians who play together
18. messy
19. a good place for grazing
20. to get over an illness
23. increase in size